Executive
summary
Global C-Suite concerns – weathering a crisis

69

%

Top 3 concerns for the coming year:
01. cyber-attacks and threats

28%

02. shortage in workforce and skills 26%

agree the pandemic caused lasting
damage to their industry

03. data privacy issues

25%

36

84

are concerned by surging energy prices

believe that business leaders should
publicly engage with pressing social or
political discourse

%

%

81%
are considering implementing
blockchain technology
Turnover lost due to resilience
scenarios (top three areas):
01. shortage in workforce and skills 12%
02. cyber-attacks and threats

11%

03. supply chain disruption

10%

An ESG tidal wave

88%

are actively aligning their business strategy to social purpose

36%

86%

agree they have
been spending
more on ESG and
sustainability

66%

agree they
currently have
insufficient ESG
expertise to cope
with increasing
scrutiny

claim they are under extreme pressure to improve ESG/sustainability in 2022

31%

are being investigated with regards to sustainability/ESG practices or expect
to be in the next 12 months

Operational & financial resilience – adapting in the wake of disruption
In 2022, business expectations are:

76%
believe that their business model needs to fundamentally
change to maintain or restore competitiveness, while
66% report that they are struggling to embrace digital
transformation

67%

have been M&A targets in the last year, with the top driver
being to enter new markets (40%)

68%

71%

72%

will require
refinancing

will require
financial
restructuring

will require
operational
restructuring

Business transformation – digital paradigms and the war for talent

88% 27%
plan to adjust their approach
to retain and attract top
talent in 2022

While

66%

45%

struggled to digitalise over the
past year, 2 in 3 are currently
piloting or exploring how
blockchain and digital
assets can play a role in
their business offering

agree they currently fall
short in this

expect
employees to work
remotely at least
half of the time
(up 18% YOY)

Regulatory risks and financial crime – technology as a critical line of defence

24%
expect regulatory or government investigations in relation to
financial crime and sanctions in 2022

41%
have recently reviewed their financial crime arrangements, or
plan to in the next year

34%

Within financial services,

82%

expect increased regulatory
pressures over cryptocurrencies in
the next 12 months, but 15% do
not understand these asset classes

handle fraud
or financial
misstatement
reactively

Disputes and investigations – scrutiny and spend soar

13%

17%

46%

have been involved in class-actions
forcing them into litigation in the
last year

expect media scrutiny regarding
litigation or class actions in the
next 12 months

of G20 companies plan on allocating
over 11% of legal spend to internal
investigations in the next year

Cybersecurity – vulnerabilities persist with proactivity set to prevail

Cyber
attacks

58%

have been
increasing over the
last 12 months
(up 6% YOY)

do not fully
understand
cybersecurity
risks posed by
third parties

85%

reported
weakness in
their incident
response
capabilities
in 2021

67%

expect to pay
data ransoms
in the future

Data privacy – aligning to new risk landscapes

37%

37%
expect media scrutiny on data privacy, the second most
commonly reported area of concern

experienced increased data privacy breaches or violations
from remote working arrangements over the last year

42%

73%
reported data privacy concerns impacted M&A decisions

manage data privacy issues reactively or not at all
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METHODOLOGY

The FTI Jan 2022 Resilience Barometer® incorporates the views of 3,314 decision makers in large companies across all G20
countries. Large companies are defined as those with over 250 employees, or over USD50million in annual global turnover,or
with a balance sheet of over $43million. From 26th October to 10th November 2021, FTI Consulting conducted a quantitative
survey with respondent profiles replicating those used in the previous waves of Resilience Barometer® research. 78% of
respondents were C-suite and senior managers/executives from privately owned companies, while 22% were from publicly
listed companies.
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